Working in Sports

When Arsenal Football Club play a game, they have 11 players on the pitch. But did you know there are over 1000 people working at Arsenal to make those games happen! If you like sports, there are lots of different jobs you can do in and around this field. Let’s take a look at some of the different jobs in sports you may not have thought about before.

**Sports Writer / Journalist**

A sports journalist will report on both professional and amateur sporting events. This can mean reporting statistics, interviewing coaches and players, or offering commentary. You might see sports journalists on TV, in newspapers, online and on radio. To be a good sports journalist, you need very good written and spoken communication skills.

**Dietician**

Eating the right foods is very important, particularly for a sportsperson! A dietician will advise teams or individuals on what they should be eating (and not eating!) to help them get as fit and healthy as possible. Dieticians need to be good at biology to understand how the body works.

**Event Steward**

Stewards have an important role to play in keeping the crowds at stadiums safe and happy. You can often spot them wearing bright yellow so they stand out in crowds. Stewards often have to oversee a section of a stadium, making sure the right people are in the right seats. In an emergency, stewards will help guide people to safety. They need great customer service and communication skills.
Well done for completing the Arsenal Home Learning resource pack featuring Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang. For your final challenge you are a Sports Journalist. Imagine you will have a few minutes with Auba to ask some questions. What do you want to know?

**PRO TIP**

**INFORMED** – You could ask Auba something about the facts you have learnt in this Home Learning Pack.

**FUN** – You could ask him about his favourite things or to choose between 2 options and explain his answer.

**ORIGINAL** – Try to ask questions which you don’t think Auba will have been asked before.

---

**MY QUESTIONS FOR AUBA**

1. 

---

2. 

---

3. 

---

Why not try out your questions for Aubameyang with your family!

What do you want to know about Auba? Make your questions informed, fun and original!

You can write your questions for Auba on:

- This sheet
- Your tablet, laptop or computer
- Plain paper

---

SHARE YOUR QUESTIONS FOR AUBA WITH US! Ask an adult to tweet your questions to @AFCCommunity. We'll retweet our favourites!
Daniëlle van de Donk has played in some stunning stadiums in World Cups, European Championships and the Champions League. Now you can **design a Dream Stadium**. You can add whatever **fantasy features** you want: cinemas, hotels, theme parks, etc!

**MY DREAM STADIUM**

- **Seats made of sustainable wood.**
- **Lighting system on pitch shows where to take free kicks from.**
- **Cinema and hotel complex.**
- **Roof has parking for up to 100 helicopters.**

**Stadium Facts:**
- **Capacity** = 100,000 seats
- **Location** = Antarctica
- **Special Features** = Weather-controlling roof for specific conditions.

**PRO TIP**

- **IMAGINATIVE** – Make it different to any stadium that exists.
- **ADD DETAILS** – Label and explain the features of the stadium. Include stats, materials and facts.
- **FUN** – It doesn’t have to be realistic. You can have a racing track, stages for concerts, the roof could be a park or the stadium could be in space!

**SHARE YOUR FINISHED POSTER WITH US!** Ask an adult to tweet a photo of your poster to @AFCCommunity. We'll retweet our favourites!